Colour recommendations

Colour recommendations

OTTOSEAL® M 390

OTTOSEAL® S 125

The floor sealant

The floor and sanitary silicone

Forbo eurocol

Forbo eurocol
Index: 12.11.2021

Index: 12.11.2021

LiquidDesign

OTTOSEAL® M 390

LiquidDesign

OTTOSEAL® S 125

35001 cork
35021 steel

C98
C2260

35002 concrete
35015 zinc
35017 charcoal
35018 silver
35020 lead
35021 steel

C6216
C6216
C6216
C6874
C137
C8339

rustic oak
basalt

These colour recommendations between pre-fabricated grouts and the corresponding OTTO sealants have been made without
taking the colours of floor/wall coverings into account. In the end the optical appearance of the colour of the
finished floor/wall will be decisive for the final choice of the sealant colour.
We have set up this colour table in front of you as suggestion without obligation. For your own colour comparisons
please order our most recent colour charts with original colour dots! Please note that changing conditions on the
building site and varying application techniques for the grouts can lead to colour deviations.
Please see the relevant technical data sheets for technical information and application suggestions for our sealants.
The table in front of you will be updated following market developments. With these colour comparisons all former
tables loose their validity.

concrete grey
concrete grey
concrete grey
matt manhattan
anthracite grey
basalt grey

Colour recommendations

OTTOSEAL® S 51
The silicone for PVC, rubber and
linoleum floors

Forbo eurocol
Index: 12.11.2021

LiquidDesign

OTTOSEAL® S 51

35001 cork
35003 ivory
35004 straw
35005 ochre
35009 shell
35010 sand
35015 zinc
35017 charcoal
35018 silver
35020 lead
35025 lagoon
35028 diamond
35029 cobalt
35030 ruby
35031 fire
35032 brick

C98
C103
C5128
C64
C1043
C1043
C79
C04
C18
C67
C1042
C81
C964
C1066
C1129
C1063

rustic oak
sahara
pine
fair oak
cream beige
cream beige
stone grey
black
sanitary grey
anthracite
aqua
thistle-grey
blue-grey
tomato
orangina
brown-red

These colour recommendations between pre-fabricated grouts and the corresponding OTTO sealants have been made without
taking the colours of floor/wall coverings into account. In the end the optical appearance of the colour of the
finished floor/wall will be decisive for the final choice of the sealant colour.
We have set up this colour table in front of you as suggestion without obligation. For your own colour comparisons
please order our most recent colour charts with original colour dots! Please note that changing conditions on the
building site and varying application techniques for the grouts can lead to colour deviations.
Please see the relevant technical data sheets for technical information and application suggestions for our sealants.
The table in front of you will be updated following market developments. With these colour comparisons all former
tables loose their validity.

